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Abstract: Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) technologies provide long-range and low
power consumption for many battery-powered devices used in Internet of Things (IoT). One of
the most utilized LPWAN technologies is LoRaWAN (Long Range WAN) with over 700 million
connections expected by the year 2023. LoraWAN base stations need to ensure stable and energy-
efficient communication without unnecessary repetitions with sufficient range coverage and good
capacity. To meet these requirements, a simple and efficient upgrade in the design of LoRaWAN
base station is proposed, based on using two or more concentrators. The development steps are
outlined in this paper and the evaluation of the enhanced base station is done with a series of
measurements conducted in Zagreb, Croatia. Through these measurements we compared received
messages and communication parameters on novel and standard base stations. The results showed a
significant increase in the probability of successful reception of messages on the novel base station
which corresponds to the increase of base station capacity and can be very beneficial for the energy
consumption of most LoRaWAN end devices.
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1. Introduction

In order to develop the Internet of Things (IoT), a network of devices that communicate
with each other and other systems over the Internet, it is necessary to have communication
technology that provides long-range and low power consumption. Technologies in which
high data rate is traded for wide coverage and energy efficiency are known as Low Power
Wide Area Networks (LPWAN). According to [1], over 90% of all connected devices use
one of four most utilized LPWAN technologies: NB-IoT (Narrowband IoT), LoRaWAN
(Long Range WAN), LTE-M (Long Term Evolution for Machines), and Sigfox.

It is considered that LoRaWAN will, along with NB-IoT connect 86% of all LPWAN
devices by the year 2023 [2]. The key difference between the two is linked to the frequency
spectrum they use. LoRaWAN operates in unlicensed spectrum and can provide lower
prices in terms of devices and services. On the other hand, since the spectrum it uses is
shared with other technologies, interference problems with other systems are possible. To
reduce it, LoRaWAN use Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) [3] modulation technology in which
data is encoded with frequency-modulated signal—chirp, which enhances long-range
communication and robustness to interference.

Another advantage of LoRaWAN over other LPWAN technologies is its big community
which can be seen through a number of published research and experimental evaluations.
For instance in [4], results of field experiments in Paris with performance evaluation and
network coverage are given. In [5], LoRaWAN testbeds are made for the comparison of
indoor and outdoor measurements with the results of LoRaSim simulation implemented
and described in [6].

Further evaluations focused on different environments and Authors in [7–13] con-
ducted analysis and experiments for urban and suburban areas, while in [14,15] maritime
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and mountain areas were analyzed, respectively. In particular, in [7,9] urban scenarios were
thoroughly tested showing reasonable coverage with simple base stations highlighting
the height of the base stations and topology as major factors affecting the deployment
strategy. This conclusion was also confirmed in [10] who included indoor coverage in their
measurements. In addition, in [13], urban, suburban and rural, stationary and mobile sce-
narios were considered, indicating that propagating conditions in the deployment scenario
need to be carefully evaluated before actual implementation. As observed in these related
works, network coverage and capacity in different terrains and for different configurations
are generally acceptable, however, the network implementation should be done carefully
to maximize the LoRaWAN potential. Additionally, as pointed out in [16,17] in which
different real-life tests of the LoRaWAN network were conducted, on average there was
around 30% of packet loss, indicating that there is significant room for improvement. There
were also various research activities regarding coverage enhancement, but their focus was
either on end node improvement [18,19] or constructing multi-hop network [20,21], while
the base station enhancements were generally not considered.

The problem of packet loss and efficiency is not critical in situations where there
are just a few sensors, however, it becomes an issue in more complex applications. For
example, in applications where there are many sensors in a small area, there is large
probability of message collisions and consequently packet loss, which will result in the
need for unnecessary message retransmission. Also, it can be an issue in remote areas
where battery efficiency is critical and frequent retransmissions could significantly reduce
the lifetime of the node. In these scenarios we need to improve the reception of the base
station and we propose a simple and cost-effective upgrade of the LoRaWAN base station
using additional concentrators. This enables more flexibility for the user, improved capacity,
and consequently has a significant indirect impact on energy efficiency since low power end
nodes will potentially require fewer repetitions to send their messages thus saving power.
Also, by using a dual or multiple concentrator setup, a wide range of customizations for
specific applications are possible. For example, it can be beneficial to create sectors with
directional antennas and dedicated concentrators to separate and improve reception in
certain directions. This simple enhancement of the base station requires little resources,
but it can be a very valuable tool in extending and improving the range and capacity of
the network alongside the end node improvements, deployment scenario considerations
and similar.

Within this paper, we present the idea and the development of the LoRAWAN system
with an upgraded dual-concentrator base station. To evaluate the system and confirm the
improvements, a series of measurements were taken in the city of Zagreb, Croatia using a
reference single-concentrator base station and the upgraded one. Both base stations were
positioned in the same location and the results confirmed the enhancement in the properties
of the overall system.

The paper is organized in the following way: in Section 2 a short overview of Lo-
RaWAN is given providing basic terms needed to understand the problem this paper deals
with. In Section 3 the novel design of the base station is presented and in Section 4 the
results of the measurements and validation are shown.

2. Overview of LoRaWAN

Overview of LoRaWAN technology is given in this section for completeness. Lo-
RaWAN is the most utilized LPWAN technology that operates in unlicensed spectrum with
151 network operators in 167 countries in 2021 according to [22]. The modulation technol-
ogy used in the physical layer of LoRaWAN is patented [23] by Semtech Corporation, but
to reach wider community, it is licensed to other commercial companies which produce
radio modules.

To keep the network complexity and power consumption low, LoRaWAN uses star
topology where end devices communicate directly with base stations using LoRaWAN
protocol on different channels and with variable data rates. End devices do not connect
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to a specific base station but send their data to all nearby base stations that forward it
via TCP/IP protocol to a network server. Network server is the main part of LoRaWAN
network as it manages join requests and device addressing, data delivery to and from a
user application, duplicate frame filtering, adapting data rate and security functions. The
last component of the architecture is an application server that communicates with the
network server over TCP/IP, decodes the received data and initiates messages towards
end devices.

Before sending any data, the end device has to be activated using either Over-The-Air
Activation (OTAA) or Activation By Personalization (ABP) method. The main difference
between the two options is in generating the device identifier (DevAddr) and the session
keys in the network: in ABP activation they are hardcoded in the device while in OTAA
they are assigned at the start of the connection (in Join Request/Join Response phase).
Session keys are used in Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [24] to provide secure
end-to-end communication. More detailed research regarding security in LoRaWAN can
be found in [25,26].

In order to retain low power consumption while providing bi-directional communi-
cation, LoRaWAN is based on a simple ALOHA protocol with three defined end device
classes: A, B and C. Class A is the basic one and is designed for ultra low power end devices
enabling only two short receive windows for downlink transmission (from base station to
end device) after a packet is sent. In class B, on top of class A, there is one more receive
window open in the scheduled interval while class C devices are able to receive all the
time when they are not transmitting providing lowest downlink latency [27]. On the other
hand, as shown in [28], class A devices require lowest, while class C devices require highest
power consumption.

Compared to LPWAN technologies that operate in licensed spectrums, LoraWAN
has lower data rate and payload size. Specifically, LoRaWAN can send a maximum of
256 B of payload with data rate of 27 kbps [27] while in NB-IoT maximum payload size is
1600B which can be transmitted with data rate of 250 kbps [29]. However, this is balanced
by the fact that LoRaWAN devices are more energy efficient [30] and affordable [31].
In LoRaWAN, bandwidth (BW) can be 125, 250 or 500 kHz, where higher bandwidth
corresponds with higher data rate, but also with lower sensitivity. Generally, all mentioned
LPWAN technologies provide 2–5 km range in urban and over 10 km in rural areas and,
with transmission power limited to around 25 mW, low energy consumption with device’s
battery life of 10 years [32].

Spreading Factor

As mentioned, LoRaWAN uses CSS technology to cope with interference and to
provide long-range. CSS is a modulation method where frequency modulated signals, also
known as chirps, are used to encode the data. Chirp with increasing frequency is called
upchirp, and with decreasing frequency is called downchirp. On the physical layer, one
LoRa packet consists of:

• 8 upchirps for preamble,
• 2.25 downchirps for synchronization symbols, and
• “choppy” upchirps for physical payload.

Each of the “choppy” upchirps starts with frequency between fmin and fmax (BW = fmax
− fmin) that are minimum and maximum frequencies of CSS and define input information.
Number of bits in the input information and chirp’s length are dependent on a spreading
factor (SF) which represents number of bits per symbol (one symbol has SF bits) and
number of chips per symbol (there are 2SF chips in one symbol) and can be any number
between 7 and 12. The correlation between spreading factor and symbol duration is given
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in Figure 1. Since the chip duration is equal to 1/BW, symbol duration with 2SF chips is
2SF/BW. Therefore, the symbol rate is BW/2SF which leads to the data rate:

DR = SF ∗ BW
2SF ∗ CR (1)

where CR is the code rate.

Figure 1. Correlation of LoRa spreading factor and symbol duration is given with 2SF/BW. Using
higher spreading factor means longer symbol duration which provides better transmission, but
decreases data rate.

Lower spreading factor increases the data rate but decreases range and vice versa.
For example, in conditions with constant bandwidth, when the distance between end
device and base station is challenging, the use of spreading factor 12 is suggested to enable
communication. In the opposite situation, when the distance between them is short, higher
data rate is possible using spreading factor 7. Adapting the spreading factor and bandwidth
to conditions in the communication channel is one of LoRaWAN advantages. Network
server adapts the parameters based on the value of SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) to provide
the best data rate in the given situation. This feature is called Adaptive Data Rate (ADR).

Spreading factor also has an impact on Time on Air (ToA) defined as elapsed time for
a LoRaWAN packet to transmit between end device and base station. It is given with:

ToA = (npreamble + 2 + 2.25 + ndata) ∗ Tsymbol (2)

where npreamble is the number of symbols in preamble, ndata the number of symbols in data
and Tsymbol the aforementioned symbol duration (2SF/BW). Since LoRaWAN operates in
unlicensed spectrum, its devices have duty cycle limitation which means that there is a
maximum percentage of time during which a device can occupy a channel. Exact time a
device has to wait after sending a message can be calculated for each subband using ToA:

TimeO f fsubband =
ToA

DutyCyclesubband
− ToA (3)

Duty cycles are usually regulated by governments and are dependent on subband [27].

3. Design of LoRaWAN Base Station
3.1. Standard LoRaWAN Base Station

The implementation of the LoRaWAN base station is based on [33] where a Raspberry
Pi is used as a microcomputer and certified LoRaWAN board iC880A [34] as a concentrator.
Raspberry Pi 4B is high-performance microcomputer with large support community, while
iC880A concentrator is able to receive messages sent with different spreading factors on up
to 8 channels in parallel. In the model, an omnidirectional antenna [35] with a frequency
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range between 824 and 896 MHz (for EU868 region) is connected to the concentrator, and
concentrator to the microcomputer using Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). The developed
base station is registered to The Things Network (TTN) Server [36]. The radiation pattern
of the omnidirectional antenna used in standard single antenna base station is given in
Figure 2a).

Figure 2. Radiation pattern of (a) omnidirectional and (b) directional antenna. Omnidirectional
antenna is used in the standard base station. Metal surface set behind the omnidirectional antenna
produces directional radiation pattern in (b).

3.2. Proposed Improvement for LoRaWAN Base Station

To improve reception, capacity and to provide added flexibility in the spatial coverage
an upgrade of the existing base station design is proposed. This is achieved using an
additional (second) concentrator and a prototype is built also using Raspberry Pi micro-
computer. Both concentrators are connected with the Raspberry Pi via predefined SPI
connections SPI0 and SPI1:

• SPI clock,
• Master in slave out (MISO),
• Master out slave in (MOSI), and
• Slave select (SS).

Raspberry Pi and concentrators used in the measurements are shown in Figure 3. Pins
on concentrators and Raspberry Pi used in SPI connections are defined by the manufacturer.
Along with SPI connections, each concentrator has its own Reset signal connection which
is used to start the initialization process of that concentrator. Reset pin on the Raspberry Pi
can be any GPIO (General-Purpose Input/Output) pin. Detailed pinout of the system is
given in Table 1. The implemented program initializes each concentrator, connects them as
two gateways to TTN and for each of them runs packet forwarder. Defining two gateways
on TTN is important so that communication on each concentrator can be tracked and
analyzed separately. As mentioned, this paper focuses on base station model with two
concentrators since it is the simplest case. However, the same principle can be used for
base stations with more than two concentrators to provide more flexibility.

Table 1. Pin configuration of the proposed dual-concentrator system.

Connection RPI Pin-SPI 0 RPI Pin-SPI 1 Concentrator Pin

Reset 13 22 13
SPI clock 23 40 14

MISO 21 35 15
MOSI 19 38 16

SS 24 36 17

Apart from improving the capacity, two concentrators and primarily their antennas
can be positioned in a way to best suit certain application. The example shown in Figure 4
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positions the antennas next to the metallic edge (emulating a large pillar or edge of the
building) to demonstrate one possibility. This is beneficial in dense sensor environments
(Smart city case) where often due to congestion some messages can be lost.

Two SPI connections enable two sets of concentrator and antenna to work in parallel
without interrupting each other. The challenge of such a setup is that messages received
from both concentrators are sent towards Network Server and that causes duplicates. This
can be solved by adding a filtering function before forwarding packets to the network.
However, since Network Server already filters duplicates for each application there is no
need for that.

Figure 3. Raspberry Pi and concentrators connected via SPI0 and SPI1.

Figure 4. Schematic of novel base station for example application utilizing metal reflectors.

Second concentrator/antenna set enhances network capacity and network coverage
in the wanted direction when combined with metal surface that provides sector-shaped
radiation pattern. Metal surface behind each antenna was 30 cm high and 50 cm wide.
The antenna is set 8.6 cm away from the metal surface which is approximately λ/4 in
LoRaWAN frequency range (868 MHz) to ensure that antenna remains well matched.
Obtained radiation pattern for this setup for one of the antennas is shown in Figure 2b).

4. Results
4.1. Measurement Setup

The aim of the measurements was to evaluate the proposed dual setup in a real-world
LoRaWAN communication scenario. Two LoRaWAN base stations were implemented: one
using existing code [33] based on Raspberry Pi (case A in Figure 5) with one concentrator
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and antenna, and the other using customized code running on second Raspberry Pi with
two sets of concentrators and antennas connected via two predefined SPI connections
according to Figure 4.

Figure 5. Base station use cases: Case A is used as reference (standard single antenna base station) in
comparison with novel base station design possibilities (cases B, C and D).

The base stations are set on the top of the 60 m high building of the Faculty of Electrical
Engineering and Computing, University of Zagreb, Croatia. There were two rounds of
measurements. The first was conducted without metal surface behind antennas of the
novel base station (case C), and for the second one the metal surface was added (case D).
Since the base stations are registered to TTN, all messages sent from devices in the vicinity
of the building are received. In both cases base stations worked for five hours.

In order to test the impact of metal surface on received signal strength indicator
(RSSI) for each spreading factor, we developed a dedicated LoRaWAN end device. Pycom
board [37] was programmed to send LoRaWAN messages with different spreading factors
using LoRa radio module on LoPy board [38]. The antenna connected to the board was
the same as those used on the base stations [35]. The end device sent messages from six
locations in the dense urban area of Zagreb, Croatia approximately 1–2 km away from the
building with the base stations.

4.2. Prototype Validation

The analysis of messages obtained from the measurements showed that even without
the metal surface behind the antennas, the novel base station with two concentrators
received more messages than the single base station. Specifically, in the same period of time
(in 5 h), base station with two antennas without metal surface (case C) received 98.7% of all
messages that base stations received combined. On the other hand, base station with one
antenna received 76% of those messages which means that the second set of concentrator
and antenna increased the probability of successful transmission. This is a very valuable
improvement since it is important for energy efficiency of the entire network as LPWAN
networks in most cases work with battery-powered devices.

When the metal surface was added (case D), number of messages received on both
base stations increased by 25% (from 2235 to 2797 messages). As expected this increase
shows that adding the metal surface improved base station directivity and thus also the
range. The percentage of the messages received on the novel base station remained the
same as in the first case but that percentage decreased for the standard single antenna base
station (67%) which indicates that the novel base station received more messages with the
metal surface set behind the antennas. Table 2 shows the percentage of received messages
on each base station.

Table 2. Number of messages received by each base station.

Novel Base Station Standard Base Station # Messages

98.7% (case C) 76.3% (case A) 2235
98.1% (case D) 67.2% (case A) 2797
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For the second part of novel base station model validation we used the aforemen-
tioned LoRaWAN end node to test the improvement when the metal surface is set behind
the antenna. For comparison, we set the metal surface behind the antenna of one base
station (case B) while the other was the standard one (case A). All components used in
the development of both base stations were the same. The end node was programmed
to send six messages with different spreading factors. Bandwidth was set to be 125 kHz
and payload size 3 B so that communication parameters only depend on spreading factor
and distance from the base stations. The end device sent 12 messages (two series of six
messages (for SF7 to SF12)) from each of 6 locations set approximately 1–2 km away from
the building with the base stations in the dense urban area of Zagreb, Croatia. Since the
focus was to evaluate the impact of metal surface for sector radiation purposes, all end
device locations were set in the same sector as shown in Figure 6.

The results showed that base stations received 86% of the messages (31 of 36) sent by
end device. In 80% of them (25 of 31) the base station with metal surface behind the antenna
received with higher RSSI than the standard one. In some cases, the difference between
RSSIs was 9 dB which could be significant for extended range. Regarding spreading factor,
as shown in Figure 7, mean RSSI is higher for each spreading factor on base station with
directed antenna (with metal surface behind the antenna). The biggest difference can be
seen for SF8 where the increase of mean RSSI is around 3 dB while the smallest one is for
messages sent with SF7.

In order to evaluate RSSI for different spreading factors while keeping the distance
between base stations and end device relatively short (urban environment), ADR had to be
disabled (otherwise the ADR algorithm would always use SF7 or SF8) and spreading factor
set manually for each LoRaWAN message.

Figure 6. Test end device locations in city of Zagreb, Croatia set approximately 1 to 2 km from the
base stations.

Figure 7. Mean RSSI of messages received on standard and novel base station by spreading factor:
comparison between Case A and Case B.
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According to Figure 8, the number of received messages by spreading factor is similar
on both base stations. The only difference is that the novel base station received one
message more with SF8 and standard one with SF10. All 12 messages sent with SF12 were
successfully transmitted, while messages with lower spreading factor, for instance SF7,
were received in 8 of 12 cases by both of them. Since number of messages sent from each
location with test end device is relatively low, this kind of behavior where novel base station
receives similar number of messages by spreading factor as standard one is expected.

Figure 8. Number of successfully received messages on standard (Case A) and novel (Case B) base
station by spreading factor.

It is important to emphasize that prior to any measurements all the components used
were tested to determine any differences between them or potential problems. In particular,
all passive components, antennas, connectors and cables, were tested since we had to
choose the ones with the same losses in order not to influence the RSSI measurements.
Also, the active components, concentrators and Raspberry Pi-s were switched between
configurations in multiple iterations of the measurements to eliminate the possibility of
technical problems and any differences in signal reception. Since the measurements were
done in the urban environment it was also important to perform the repeated measurement
from exactly the same locations and positions since even small deviations in position could
result in significant reception differences due to propagation differences.

5. Conclusions

LoRaWAN networks have great potential for the development of new applications and
systems. To improve the capacity of standard base stations, add flexibility, and potentially
extend the lifetime of end nodes in the network, we designed and demonstrated an up-
graded low-cost base station. The upgrade is based on adding a second set of concentrator
and antenna, which is practically demonstrated using a low-cost base station design based
on microcomputer Raspberry Pi, concentrators iC880A and additional software modifica-
tions. This upgrade allows also more flexibility in the positioning of the antennas leading to
potentially extended range in certain directions or similar application scenarios. Increased
capacity and potentially improved coverage or range can both be very beneficial for the
operation of the sensor nodes since these improvements lead to a more successful reception
and fewer message repetitions.

To validate the improvements, two base stations were developed; standard one based
on the aforementioned design, and novel dual-concentrator based one. In the first evalu-
ation, a comparison of the number of messages received on them was performed for the
real-world communication case and showed that dual-concentrator setup increased the
probability of successful reception on the novel base station. This improvement can be very
beneficial for the energy consumption of most LoRaWAN end devices or sensor nodes since
they are usually battery-powered. Additionally, when metal surface was added behind the
antennas of novel base station, the number of received messages increased by 25% which
indicated that network coverage can also be easily extended.
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The comparison between communication parameters of the received messages also
confirmed the improvement of the proposed base station when used in combination with
a metal reflector. Communication between test end node and base stations in the dense
urban area showed that messages were received with higher signal strength on the novel
base station than on the standard one. The analysis showed that mean RSSI received for
messages sent from different locations in 1–2 km range is higher in all spreading factor
cases on the novel base station.

The presented idea of low-cost base station upgrade and its validation demonstrated
its feasibility, and it is a proof of concept for improvement of base station coverage and
capacity in LoRaWAN. The setup will be further extended to multiple concentrators leading
to potentially novel applications and additional further evaluations with multiple end
nodes will be conducted to reveal the actual savings in terms of battery power.
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